trade parade

THE VERY CLEVER BEAR

NEW BOOK BY NICK BLAND
The circus has arrived in the Jingle Jangle Jungle and Bear’s friends have the perfect circus acts. Can Bear come up with a very clever trick of his own?

SALES POINTS:
• The Very Cranky Bear is back … and it’s circus time in the Jingle Jangle Jungle!
• The eighth book in the extremely successful Very Cranky Bear series! Over 2.5 MILLION books in print across the series!
• Lion, Moose and all of Bear’s friends are back, practising their clever circus tricks. Can Bear find something cleverer to do too?
• Wonderful rhyming story, perfect for reading aloud, with engaging illustrations by bestselling, award-winning picture-book creator, Nick Bland.
NICK BLAND is one of Australia’s best-selling authors and illustrators. His books, including the hugely popular *The Very Cranky Bear*, have been published around the world. Nick is a multi-award-winning creator, including ABIA 2013 Book of the Year for Younger Children for *The Very Hungry Bear*, and CBCA 2012 Book of the Year, Early Childhood for *The Runaway Hug*, with Freya Blackwood.
The Speedy Sloth

AU RRP: $19.99
NZ RRP: $24.99

Author: REBECCA YOUNG
Illustrator: HEATH MCKENZIE
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC PRESS
ISBN: 9781760974893
Format: HARDBACK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 250 X 240 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

It was finally time for the event of the year, Spike couldn’t believe it—THE GREAT RACE was here! The other sloths said it couldn’t be done, but Spike didn’t care, she was ready to run! From award-winning creators Rebecca Young and Heath McKenzie, comes this inspiring story to celebrate all winners ... especially those who don’t come first.

SALES POINTS:
• A brand-new picture book by award-winning author Rebecca Young and illustrator Heath McKenzie!
• Meet Spike, the speedy sloth — the most adorable and inspiring picture book heroine, who readers will be cheering all the way to the finish line.
• Yes, Spike is slow, but for a sloth she is FAST! And there is nothing that will stop her finishing the race!
• Told in upbeat rhyming text, perfect for reading aloud, with a wonderfully diverse collection of animal characters and capabilities.

12-COPY STOCK PACK

AU RRP: $239.88
NOT AVAILABLE IN NZ
ISBN: 9781761295300

Contains:
The Speedy Sloth
ISBN 9781760974893 x 12
AU RRP $19.99

12-COPY COUNTER PACK

AU RRP: $239.88
NOT AVAILABLE IN NZ
ISBN: 9781761295317

Contains:
The Speedy Sloth
ISBN 9781760974893 x 12
AU RRP $19.99
It was finally time for the event of the year, Spike couldn’t believe it—the great race was here! The other sloths said it couldn’t be done, but Spike didn’t care, she was ready to run!

The official storybook for National Simultaneous Storytime 2023 is The Speedy Sloth, written by Rebecca Young and illustrated by Heath McKenzie.

In May we had 2,186,347 REGISTERED PARTICIPANTS, from over 59,038 LOCATIONS reading Family Tree by Josh Pyke and Ronojoy Ghosh, our most successful NSS Event yet!

Again, we are partnering with ALIA and LIANZA for the event of the year, just like Spike. Spike is our endearing and inspirational heroine that all our readers will be cheering all the way to the finish line. Join us for an even greater event in 2023.

REGISTER AT ALIA.ORG.AU/NSS

REBECCA YOUNG is an award-winning picture book author from Sydney. She won the Patricia Wrightson Prize for Children’s Literature, in the NSW Premier’s Literacy Awards, for Teacup, illustrated by Matt Ottley. Her books have been published internationally.

HEATH MCKENZIE is an award-winning children’s book illustrator who has written and illustrated countless books for children. Heath lives in Melbourne with his wife, two kids, dog and a fish that he considers more of a lodger than a family member.

“I AM THRILLED THAT THE SPEEDY SLOTH HAS BEEN CHOSEN AS THE NATIONAL SIMULTANEOUS STORYTIME BOOK FOR 2023! IT’S A HUGE HONOUR TO BE PART OF SUCH AN INCREDIBLE EVENT THAT GETS MILLIONS OF KIDS READING ... AND I HOPE THE SPEEDY SLOTH INSPIRES THEM TO KEEP ON GOING!”

REBECCA YOUNG
SOCCER TIME! (HOT DOG! #13)

Author: ANH DO
Illustrator: DAN MCGUINESS
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC PRESS
ISBN: 9781761127410
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: CHAPTER BOOK
Age Level: 5+
Dimensions: 198 X 140 MM
Page Count: 128 PP

Hotdog and his friends are training for the KICKER CUP! But Hotdog has little legs and can’t kick very far. Lizzie isn’t much better. Kev can really BOOT a ball ... but can’t control where it goes!

Will their new BOUNCE BOOTS help KICK the team to victory?!

SALES POINTS:
• Hotdog and his friends want to win the KICKER CUP! Together, they’ll work harder than ever to take the prize. GAME ON!
• Featuring a fluoro and silver cover, plus ridiculously funny 2-colour illustrations inside.
• Themes: friendship, teamwork, soccer, problem solving, competition, healthy eating, fitness, training, playing fair, community.

12-COPY STOCK PACK
AU RRP: $179.88
NZ RRP: $14.99
ISBN: 9781761295324
Contains: Soccer Time! (Hot Dog! #13) ISBN 9781761127410 x 12
AU RRP $14.99

12-COPY COUNTER PACK
AU RRP: $179.88
NZ RRP: $14.99
ISBN: 9781761295331
Contains: Soccer Time! (Hot Dog! #13) ISBN 9781761127410 x 12
AU RRP $14.99
Nothing is out of place in the quiet suburban town of Cowslip Grove. But kids have been going missing—and only Levi and Kat have noticed. It’s up to them to save the missing kids before a hidden evil swallows the town whole.

SALES POINTS:
• A spellbinding, original and lavishly illustrated horror story for middle-grade readers.
• Two unlikely friends face their worst fears in order to stop their small town—and themselves—from disappearing.
No one predicted the dragon apocalypse. The dragons came suddenly and decimated the world as we knew it, including New York City. Now, three years later, Noah, his hardcore survivalist father, and a ragtag group of survivors are barely scraping by in this new reality. Kids scavenge not only for materials in abandoned homes but also for leftover books at the library. Adults spend their time establishing a make-shift society and defending their shelter ... with any means available. At least for the few months the dragons are hibernating, until it’s no longer safe aboveground. Noah has seen the damage these creatures can do firsthand. When it comes to dragons: It’s kill or be killed. But a chance encounter between Noah and a young dragon forces him to question everything he thought he knew. With rumours spreading that there’s a group of survivors living in harmony with dragons instead of hiding underground, Noah teams up with his fire-breathing ally to find out if peace between humans and dragons is really possible. But the division runs deeper than scales versus skin because trying to follow his heart might just cost Noah his family too. If Noah and his father can’t see eye-to-eye, can he really get humans and dragons to?

SALES POINTS:

• The first book in a fantastical new series by Mari Mancusi, the award-winning author of the Dragon Ops and Scorched series.
• A high-stakes, action-packed adventure set in post-apocalyptic New York City where a boy and a young dragon strike up an unlikely friendship that may end up saving the city—or tearing it apart.
• Perfect for fans of the Wings of Fire and How to Train Your Dragon series.

Ari is just a regular avatar from Blockville who loves hanging out with his two best friends—Zeke, an obby and parkour pro, and Jez, the ultimate hacker and Queen of Tech. Ari can’t believe his luck. Zeke’s dad is taking them to see the epic new obby he has built for the army! But the school bully, Trip, is there too. When Trip climbs the obby and dares Ari to join him, Ari thinks it’s just harmless fun. But the design of the obby means they have to finish it. Can Trip and Ari finish the obby? Or will it be game over for both of them?

SALES POINTS:

• Brand new series, perfect for fans of Diary of a Minecraft Zombie.
• Based on the immensely popular online game platform, Roblox, which has over 202 million active users a month.
• Fast-paced adventure stories in diary format, crammed with laugh-out-loud situations.
• Easy-to-read and high interest topics—perfect for both reluctant and avid readers.
• Gives young gamers a break from screen time and encourages them to love reading.
• Ari and his friend have to conquer an obby.
I am a troll. I live to eat.

I love the sound of hooves and feet
and paws and claws on cobblestones.
For that’s the sound of meat and bones!

What lives under the bridge? A terrifying troll who is always hungry! And this troll loves to gobble up anyone who dares to cross the bridge, but his favourite of all is billy goat: goat rump in a honey glaze, curried goat and goat smeared on toast—you name it, this troll LOVES it! So, when the three Billy Goats Gruff decide to clip clop clip clop across the bridge, the troll is already imagining all the scrumptious ways to fill his belly. But what if the troll is about to underestimate those seemingly sweet goats...And bite off more than he can chew!

SALES POINTS:

• The MOMENTOUS debut of a groundbreaking Fairy Tale series from renowned, award-winning, and New York Times bestselling duo and picture book pioneers Mac Barnett and Jon Klassen!
• Told with pitch perfect timing and pacing, hilarious detail, and Barnett’s signature narrator voice, this is Billy Goats Gruff as never before.
• With Klassen’s brilliantly restrained scenes, arresting characters, and celebrated artistic style, this first of three fairy tales is destined to be a true publishing event!
I really, really, really, really wanted a dog. But I got Piper ... the WORST DOG in the world.

Piper doesn’t know how to play fetch, she doesn’t want to learn any tricks, she hates being in the car and frolicking at the beach with the other dogs. She loathes baths and REALLY doesn’t want a tummy tickle! Luckily though, as soon as Piper feels ignored she starts returning a little love ... and that’s when we realise what she really likes to do ...

**SALES POINTS:**

- In this fabulous new picture book from Michel Streich, we meet Piper—the WORST DOG IN THE WORLD.
- A fresh, colourful and witty story of acceptance, and being seen for who you really are. And also about finding a beautiful balance in a friendship.
- Michel has a real knack for writing funny and engaging books that have important things to say.
- Themes: dogs, cats, pets, friendship, connection, identity, acceptance.

---

**TO GREENLAND!**

Would you like to visit the land of your dreams?
Where hats can be boats, and eels sell ice-cream?

Will Llewyn and Ellie find their way through the grey to the wonderful, colourful Greenland? This fabulous story, told in rhyme, stars Llewyn, who lives in an extremely grey and monotonous world. When he meets a green elephant, Ellie, who has incredible stories of travelling to Greenland—a land of jellyfish lights that swim through the sky, and hills made of ice-cream that roll on for miles—he decides to make the journey with her to discover the land for himself.

**SALES POINTS:**

- A fabulous new picture book from Pip Smith and Beau Wylie, the team behind the hugely popular *Theodore the Unsure*.
- This is a fun, fantastic and surprisingly layered adventure, which can be appreciated across ages.
- *To Greenland!* shows the enormous value of wonder and dreaming, of teamwork and perseverance, and perhaps most importantly the richness of community and working together to build a colourful and harmonious world.
- Themes: wonder, dreaming, perseverance, monotony, teamwork, community, harmony, friendship, imagination.

---
ONE WOOLLY WOMBAT (40TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION)

AU RRP: $19.99  
NZ RRP: $24.99

Authors: KERRY ARGENT & ROD TRINCA  
Illustrator: KERRY ARGENT  
Publisher: OMNIBUS BOOKS  
ISBN: 9781761292002  
Format: HARDBACK  
Type: PICTURE  
Age Level: 2+  
Dimensions: 280 X 210 MM  
Page Count: 32 PP

One woolly wombat sunning by the sea.  
Two cuddly koalas sipping gumnut tea.

Learn to count with this classic counting book, featuring an array of stunning illustrations of Australian animals.

SALES POINTS:
- A fabulous new edition of this timeless Australian favourite.
- Featuring Kerry Argent’s adored illustrations of Australian animals.
- A much-loved counting classic.
- Foiled cover.

WHO DID A WEE? WAIT AND SEE!

AU RRP: $17.99  
NZ RRP: $24.99

Author: LUCY ROWLAND  
Illustrator: MIKE BYRNE  
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC UK  
ISBN: 9781761293535  
Format: HARDBACK  
Type: PICTURE  
Age Level: 3+  
Dimensions: 275 X 250 MM  
Page Count: 32 PP

This morning I got in a terrible muddle.  
I walked in the kitchen and stepped in a puddle.  
A puddle quite yellow?! Oh no! Could it be?!  
A puddle I’m ever so certain was WEE!

When a little boy steps in a puddle that’s most definitely wee, he starts imagining who might have done it. Was it ... a dinosaur? A tiger? A princess? A unicorn?! With every idea more exciting than the next, he can’t wait to find the culprit. But who could it be? The perfect book for all children who love to laugh, and fans of Who Pooed in My Loo? and Who Made that Smell?

SALES POINTS:
- A toilet training book with a difference – with brilliantly funny illustrations that will capture every child’s imagination and a story that will leave them giggling with glee.
- Best-selling author Lucy Rowland and smash-hit illustrator Mike Byrne join forces to serve up a super funny follow-up to Who Pooed in My Loo? and Who Made that Smell? Shh... Don’t Tell!
- Includes loads of children’s favourite animals and magical creatures, from dinosaurs and heroes to witches, dragons and SHARKS!
- Perfect for fans of The Wonky Donkey, Unicorn and the Rainbow Poop and I Need a New Bum.
**A TALE OF TWO BRIANS**

AU RRP: $17.99  
NZ RRP: $24.99  

Author: AL MURPHY  
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC  
ISBN: 9781761290466  
Format: HARDBACK  
Type: PICTURE  
Age Level: 3+  
Dimensions: 250 X 240 MM  
Page Count: 32 PP

In this breathtaking new adventure, our hero, Brian, meets ANOTHER BLUE DUCK! But is his exotic and mysterious new friend a good friend?  

**SALES POINTS:**  
- The second book in the quirky and hilarious tales of a blue duck named Brian.  
- Brian is feeling blue. Why is he the only blue duck? Why isn’t he yellow like the others?  
- When Brian meets another blue duck, he thinks he’s found the best friend ever. But has he?  
- Bright, eccentric and full of humour for parents and children alike.  
- An exploration of what it means to be a true friend.

**DO YOU WONDER?**

AU RRP: $24.99  
NZ RRP: $29.99  

Author: WALLACE EDWARDS  
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC INC  
ISBN: 9781761290596  
Format: HARDBACK  
Type: PICTURE  
Age Level: 3+  
Dimensions: 280 X 229 MM  
Page Count: 32 PP

A wonderful, mindful picture book that delivers a delightful exploration of big and small questions drawn from the world around us. Sometimes I wonder how it feels to fly. From the magic in a starry sky to a heart-lifting song; from everyday joys to life’s great mysteries—Wallace Edwards’s witty, absorbing art and words invite the reader to look around, to wonder, to ponder, and to find joy in this personal, age-old pastime. What do you wonder?  

**SALES POINTS:**  
- A beautifully illustrated picture book by Wallace Edwards, the award-winning author-illustrator of *Alphabeasts*, *Uncle Wally’s Old Brown Shoe* and *Can You Imagine?*  
- Parents and educators will appreciate the inquiry-based approach.  
- Accessible, humorous fine art.  
- Themes of mindfulness, creativity, engagement with the environment and self-knowledge.
Pa Bear is on the toilet in the woods and – oh no! – he discovers there’s no toilet paper. The question is put out there ... who is responsible for this sad state of affairs? Numerous culprits and scenarios are proposed, but when Ma hands him his long shopping list to use instead ... it is plain to see 'toilet paper' at the top of the list ... and it was Pa who did the shopping!

SALES POINTS:
- Children will adore the humour of this caught-short-with-no-paper story that many of us can identify with!
- Amy Harrop’s previous book for Scholastic was the outrageously funny There’s a Hedgehog in My Pants.
- Humorously illustrated by one of NZ’s top children’s illustrators, Jenny Cooper.
Is Tuatara seeing things, or are there moa lurking in BatKiwi’s forest?

“Help! Emergency! We need a hero!” Once again, the call for BatKiwi rings out through the forest. This time, Tuatara is convinced he has seen moa in the forest and that they want to eat him. “There are no moa, e hoa,” Bat and Kiwi assure him. But Tuatara is persistent, he can feel the presence of moa in his bones ...

SALES POINTS:
• A fun sequel to the hilarious BatKiwi published in 2021.
• Melinda Szymanik’s clever text is as much fun for adults reading aloud as it is for children to listen to.
• Isobel Joy Te Aho-White beautifully captures the spirit of Tuatara, Bat, Kiwi and their forest friends.
• Also available in te reo Māori.

KUA KORE HE MOA, E HOA
ISBN: 9781775437871

There are NO MOA, E HOA
ISBN: 9781775437833

THERE ARE NO MOA, E HOA

AU RRP: $16.99 each
NZ RRP: $21.99 each

Author: MELINDA SZYMANIK
Illustrator: ISOBEL JOY TE AHO-WHITE
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 215 X 265 MM
Page Count: 32 PP

WONKY DONKEY’S BIG SURPRISE (BOARD BOOK)

AU RRP: $12.99
NZ RRP: $14.99

Author: CRAIG SMITH
Illustrator: KATZ COWLEY
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND
ISBN: 9781775437598
Format: BOARD BOOK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 1+
Dimensions: 187 X 180 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

ALSO AVAILABLE: BATKIWI

AU RRP: $16.99 each
NZ RRP: $21.99 each

Author: MELINDA SZYMANIK
Illustrator: ISOBEL JOY TE AHO-WHITE
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 215 X 265 MM
Page Count: 32 PP

WONKY DONKEY’S BIG SURPRISE

ISBN/ABN: 9781775437598

AU RRP: $12.99
NZ RRP: $14.99

Author: CRAIG SMITH
Illustrator: KATZ COWLEY
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND
ISBN: 9781775437598
Format: BOARD BOOK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 1+
Dimensions: 187 X 180 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

This fourth book in the bestselling series celebrates the strength of family and friendship with a wonderful, wrinkly, wiggly, witty, whiffy SURPRISE!

SALES POINTS:
• Now in a sturdy board book format.
• Cowley’s heart-warming, hilarious illustrations accompany the entertaining, tongue-twisting text.
• Craig Smith’s catchy music soundtrack for this song is available online to download or stream.
FUNDRAISING FRENZY (ELLA DIARIES #26)

Author: MEREDITH COSTAIN
Illustrator: DANIELLE MCDONALD
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761123085
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: CHAPTER BOOK
Age Level: 7+
Dimensions: 190 X 150 MM
Page Count: 144 PP

WARNING: You are about to read my UTTERLY BIGGEST SECRETS. Can I trust you? OK then. I’m Ella, and this is my diary.

There’s a NEW GIRL at school! Her name is Lily and she LOVES turtles and bouncing on trampolines, just like Ella. She’s also an aMAZing swimmer! So when Ella and her friends find out what the letters ‘CF’ next to Lily’s photo in the sick bay mean, they come up with the PERFECT idea for their school’s annual FUNDRAISING FRENZY.

SALES POINTS:
• Ella’s diary explores the daily dramas of being an 11-year-old girl in primary school.
• Colourful, giggle-worthy illustrations on every page.
• Beloved Australian series—over 1 MILLION books in print!
• Perfect for girls who love animals, fun friendships, caring for the environment and having adventures.
• Q&As with two wonderful girls who helped with the Cystic Fibrosis elements in the story.

HAPPY TO HELP (EVENTUALLY) (TOM GATES #20)

Author: LIZ PICHON
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC INC
ISBN: 9781761293559
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: NOVEL
Age Level: 7+
Dimensions: 190 X 150 MM
Page Count: 256 PP

A feel-good, laugh-out-loud, packed-with-pictures Tom Gates story! It’s TIDY UP Saturday, but Tom is VERY busy relaxing and not helping out much. Until he spots the art box of his dreams in a shop window and everything changes. He’s suddenly focused on earning extra pocket money and helping with EVERYTHING. But nothing quite goes to plan. Washing and shrinking Delia’s clothes isn’t a good start. And the hours spent carefully cleaning cars with Derek are ruined overnight when a storm hits Oakfield Town, causing even MORE chaos. At this rate it’s going to take a MILLION years for Tom to get the art box of his dreams... or will it?

SALES POINTS:
• The top-of-the-class, extra special 20th book from multi-million copy selling author and illustrator Liz Pichon.
• Every page stuffed full of laughs, stories, doodles and creative fun!
• Over 5 MILLION copies of Tom Gates books have sold in the UK alone, with 2 MILLION copies in print in Australia and New Zealand.
• Honest, silly and laugh-out-loud funny, Tom Gates is a superb, accessible voice for children of 7+.
Bored? Bleugh! That’s Zack Zombie’s worst daymare! That’s why Zombie put his pea-sized brain to work to come up with a different type of challenge to test your mad Minecraft skills—some brain-busting puzzles! It’s no PVP Tournament, but it’s perfect for those times when you aren’t able to button bash! There’s even space at the end to write your very own journal, just like Zombie!

**SALES POINTS:**
- New journal edition of Diary of a Minecraft Zombie: Brain Busters puzzle book, now in a wider, hardback format with full-colour internals and a metal lock with 2 keys to keep those diary secrets safe.
- Contains over 35 Diary of a Minecraft Zombie-related puzzles to solve, plus 36 lined pages to keep a diary just like Zack Zombie.
- Gives young gamers a break from screen time and encourages the development of problem-solving and journaling skills.
- The Diary of a Minecraft Zombie series is ever popular, with over 3 MILLION copies in print across Australia and New Zealand.

AU RRP: $15.99  
NZ RRP: $17.99

**TIME TO CELEBRATE! (TINY TIMMY #14)**

Uh oh, bad news—it looks like Tiny Timmy is out of form! It seems the harder he tries, the less chance he has of scoring a goal! What’s going on?! Then Coach Cruz, a new assistant, joins the team, and he’s got some great ideas to get Timmy scoring again!

Can Timmy keep fighting to get back in the goals? Find out in Book 14 of the best-selling series from Socceroos Legend, Tim Cahill!

**SALES POINTS:**
- Tiny Timmy is back with an all-new adventure in the best-selling series from Socceroos legend Tim Cahill!
- Over 400,000 copies in print across the series!
- Funny, engaging text to encourage readers of all levels.
- Jam-packed with fun illustrations throughout.
- Pitched to the 7+ reader, and perfect for reluctant readers.

AU RRP: $14.99  
NZ RRP: $17.99
When life’s got you down, swing up! Summer’s over, and it’s time for Sunny Lewin to enter the strange and unfriendly hallways of ... middle school. When Gramps calls her from Florida to ask how she’s doing, she always tells him she’s fine. But the truth is that Sunny is NOT having the best time. Not only is the whole middle school thing confusing, but life at home is confusing, too. Sunny misses her brother Dale, who’s been sent away to boarding school. But when Dale comes back on vacation, Sunny STILL misses him ... because he’s changed. Luckily, Sunny’s got her best friend and a mysterious new neighbour on her side. She is NOT going to let all the confusion get her down—instead, she’s going to remain Sunny-side up!

SALES POINTS:
• The second book in the New York Times best-selling Sunny series from the award-winning author duo behind Babymouse and Squish.
• A sweet and serious graphic novel about hope, family secrets, new friendships, and staying positive!
• Themes: family, vacation, friendship, humour, secrets, communication, school, Halloween.

THE ENCOUNTER: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL (ANIMORPHS #3)

When Tobias and his friends were given the power to morph, they were also given an important warning: Never stay in a morph for more than two hours. But Tobias broke the time limit, and now he’s trapped in the body of a hawk ... forever. When he discovers an important Yeerk secret, Tobias knows he has to do everything in his power to destroy it. But to do so, he’ll have to contend with a part of himself that’s wrestling for dominion. A part that isn’t human. For Tobias, the fight against the Yeerks is more pressing than ever—not just for humankind, but for his own humanity.

SALES POINTS:
• ANIMORPHS was the best-selling scifi series of an era, with millions of copies in print, a TV show, and extremely devoted fans.
• The Invasion received rave reviews and has sold nicely. We’re positioned well to build this series.
• Chris Grine has done an incredible job adapting—he masterfully captures the excitement and humour of the original books.
• Animorphs is full of exciting action, bizarre aliens, and the fantasy of being able to become some of the most amazing animals on the planet ... but it’s also a series of astonishing depth and emotional richness. That combination is what’s kept its fans engaged for decades!
SLAPPY, BEWARE! (GOOSEBUMPS)

Author: R.L. STINE
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC INC
ISBN: 9781338847079
Format: HARDBACK
Type: NOVEL
Age Level: 8+
Dimensions: 210 X 140 MM
Page Count: 192 PP

This is Slappy’s world—you only scream in it! But where did he come from? And can he ever be destroyed? Slappy the ventriloquist’s dummy has only one mission in his tiny, deranged mind: do evil every day, all day. His creator, powerful sorcerer Darkwell the Magician, has warned him that should he fail to cause chaos before the sun sets each day, he will sleep FOREVER. Normally, this is a piece of poisonous cake for Slappy—but he may have met his match in the Carlton family. Each attempt at evil ends in disaster, and the dummy starts to panic. Will Slappy’s scariest day yet bring an end to his reign of terror? This special edition features four full-page pieces of original Slappy art!

SALES POINTS:
• 2022 marks the 30th anniversary of Goosebumps!
• This special edition details Slappy’s origin story. It will have four full-page pieces of original art.
• The series has over 350 million books in print.
• The Goosebumps movie (2015) and its sequel, Goosebumps: Haunted Halloween (2018), grossed a combined total of over $250 million dollars.
• Fan base is a combination of current kids and an older nostalgia-related audience.
• Scholastic’s Home Base gaming site features a Goosebumps area where players can chat with Slappy, himself, play games, and even read excerpts from the books!

GOOD GIRLS DIE FIRST

Author: KATHRYN FOXFIELD
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC UK
ISBN: 9781761293566
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: NOVEL
Age Level: 13+
Dimensions: 198 X 128 MM
Page Count: 352 PP

Mind games. Murder. Mayhem. How far would you go to survive the night? Blackmail lures sixteen-year-old Ava to the derelict carnival on Portgrave Pier. She is one of ten teenagers, all with secrets they intend to protect whatever the cost. When fog and magic swallow the pier, the group find themselves cut off from the real world and from their morals. As the teenagers turn on each other, Ava will have to face up to the secret that brought her to the pier and decide how far she’s willing to go to survive.

SALES POINTS:
• The spine-chilling debut novel by notable YA horror author, Kathryn Foxfield.
• Good Girls Die First was the UK’s best-selling Young Adult debut of the year in 2020.
• For fans of Karen McManus’ One of Us is Lying, Agatha Christie’s And Then There Were None and films like I Know What You Did Last Summer.
THE GOLDEN KEY (GERONIMO STILTON AND THE KINGDOM OF FANTASY #15)

AU RRP: $22.99
NZ RRP: $26.99

For the first time ever the magic of the Kingdom of Fantasy reaches the streets of New Mouse City!!!

SALES POINTS:
- Geronimo 320-page POBs are always big hits. There is a new one every year!
- Appealing to fantasy lovers & Geronimo fans alike, these SEs are a perfect addition to the series.
- Readers will love the story’s mazes and puzzles, and new and familiar fantastical creatures!
- Holey cheese, there are 39 million Geronimo Stilton books in print in the U.S.

LINES OF COURAGE

AU RRP: $24.99
NZ RRP: $29.99

Five kids living through World War I hold the key to each other’s futures … It’s World War I. Five kids feel war’s scarcity and challenges in different ways. Felix, from Austria-Hungary, wants the courage to fight against Jewish deportations before his own family can be taken. Kara, from Britain, wants to be a Red Cross nurse. Juliette, of France, hopes her family can remain knitted together in the face of the war’s longest battle. Elsa, from Germany, hopes her homing pigeon might one day bring her a friend among the chaos. And Dimitri, of Russia, wants only to survive the front, where he’s been sent with no weapon. None of them will find exactly what they want. But the winds of fate may cross their paths to give each of them just what they need.

SALES POINTS:
- Jennifer A. Nielsen brings her signature storytelling prowess to an epic war story.
- The False Prince is a New York Times bestseller and was named a Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year!
- Jennifer A. Nielsen’s historical fiction continues to be a winner appeal to kids, teachers and librarians.
### Trade Parade November 2022

**KAREN’S HAIRCUT (BABY-SITTERS LITTLE SISTER #8)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>AU RRP: $10.99</th>
<th>NZ RRP: $12.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Author: **ANN M. MARTIN**  
Illustrator: **CHRISTINE ALMEDA**  
Publisher: **SCHOLASTIC INC**  
ISBN: **9781338776638**  
Format: **PAPERBACK**  
Type: **CHAPTER BOOK**  
Age Level: **7+**  
Dimensions: **194 X 134 MM**  
Page Count: **112 PP**

Karen feels like an ugly duckling. Her baby teeth are all falling out, and she has to wear new glasses, too! Karen needs a new haircut to make her look glamorous. But the beauty parlor lady cuts Karen’s hair all wrong. Now she’s uglier than ever! What will all the kids at school say?

**SALES POINTS:**
- These adorable repackaged covers are perfect for new fans as well as nostalgia readers.
- Perfect for fans of the Baby-sitters Club Netflix show!

**AU RRP:** $10.99  
**NZ RRP:** $12.99

### MISSION UN-POPPABLE (THE INFLATABLES #2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>AU RRP: $12.99</th>
<th>NZ RRP: $14.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Author: **BETH GARROD & JESS HITCHMAN**  
Illustrator: **CHRIS DANGER**  
Publisher: **SCHOLASTIC INC**  
ISBN: **9781761204333**  
Format: **PAPERBACK**  
Type: **GRAPHIC NOVEL**  
Age Level: **7+**  
Dimensions: **194 X 133 MM**  
Page Count: **128 PP**

Cactus knows there is something not quite ripe about new float Avocado. So when she discovers he actually a two-faced Avocadon’t and he’s planning to take over the park, her mission is clear. But can Cactus convince the inflata-gang to help her stop Avocadon’t and save the spray before it’s too late?!

**SALES POINTS:**
- These bouncy besties are ready to make some waves in a wacky series that’s perfect for fans of Dog Man and the Bad Guys!
- Full of friendship, puns, hilarious hijinks and fun in the sun!

**AU RRP:** $12.99  
**NZ RRP:** $14.99
## WINDOW STICKIES: DINOSAURS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU RRP</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZ RRP</td>
<td>$11.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>PATRICK BISHOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustrator</td>
<td>DAWN MACHELL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781803371344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ACTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Level</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>279 X 215 MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Count</td>
<td>22 PP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Meet the roar-some dinosaurs in this exciting activity book. Window Stickies Dinosaurs is filled with puzzles to solve, scenes to colour and mazes to complete. This book includes creative card press-outs to make and dinosaur window gel stickers to decorate your home.

**SALES POINTS:**
- Includes lots of fun dinosaur activities.
- With colourful card press-outs.
- One sheet of dinosaur window gel stickers.

## GLOW IN THE DARK: SPACE (PUFFY STICKERS ACTIVITY BOOK)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU RRP</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZ RRP</td>
<td>$11.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>PATRICK BISHOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustrator</td>
<td>DANIELLE MUDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781803371351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ACTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Level</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>280 X 215 MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Count</td>
<td>22 PP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Meet some cosmic characters in this fun activity book! Glow-in-the-Dark: Space (Puffy Stickers Activity Book) is filled with rocket-powered puzzles, alien activities and out-of-this-world scenes to colour. Turn to the back of the book for cool card press-outs, too! Plus there are glow-in-the-dark puffy stickers to use in the book or wherever you want!

**SALES POINTS:**
- Includes lots of fun space activities.
- With cool card press-outs to create.
- Plus glow-in-the-dark puffy stickers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>AU RRP</th>
<th>NZ RRP</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Age Level</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Page Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEVER TOUCH A KOALA!</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td>MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS</td>
<td>9781789473582</td>
<td>BOARD BOOK</td>
<td>PICTURE</td>
<td>1+</td>
<td>186 X 186 MM</td>
<td>12 PP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEVER TOUCH A PANDA!</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td>MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS</td>
<td>9781789477467</td>
<td>BOARD BOOK</td>
<td>PICTURE</td>
<td>1+</td>
<td>186 X 186 MM</td>
<td>12 PP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEVER TOUCH A KOALA! (STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK)</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>$11.99</td>
<td>MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS</td>
<td>9781800584235</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>ACTIVITY</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>280 X 215 MM</td>
<td>34 PP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You must never touch a koala ... Unless it's in this book! Adults and children alike will love reading the rhyme which warns of the dangers of touching the creatures ... and then ignoring the advice! Innovative silicone touches feature on the cover and every spread, creating a truly tactile reading experience.

**SALES POINTS:**
- Innovative silicone touches.
- Engaging, funny rhyme.
- Warm, colourful illustrations.

Never touch a panda ... unless it's in this book! This fun addition to the best-selling Never Touch a ... series features five sporty animals, and is accompanied by a silly rhyme that is sure to make little ones laugh! Children will love touching the bumpy silicone touches on every page, and Stuart Lynch’s funny illustrations are sure to make this a hit with all families.

**SALES POINTS:**
- The funny rhyming text will engage young readers.
- Silicone touches on every spread are fun to explore.
- Bright illustrations are sure to entertain.

The Never Touch series are back in this amazing sticker activity book! Simple activities combine with the fun illustrations to create engaging activities that are perfect for little ones to complete. With card press-outs to create and over 75 big stickers to use in the book or wherever you want!

**SALES POINTS:**
- This fun Aussie animal-packed sticker activity book is perfect for little ones to complete!
- Stuart Lynch’s bold illustrations bring each page to life.
- With card press-outs and over 75 big stickers to use in the book or wherever you want!
NEVER TOUCH A TIGER!

You must never touch a tiger ... Unless it’s in this book! Meet the wild party animals in this amazing addition to the popular ‘Never Touch a ...’ series. Adults and children alike will love reading the rhyme, which warns of the dangers of touching a jungle animal ... and then ignoring the advice! Innovative silicone touches feature on the cover and every spread, creating a truly tactile reading experience.

SALES POINTS:
• Innovative silicone touches.
• Engaging, funny rhyme.
• Warm, colourful illustrations.

NEVER TOUCH A POLAR BEAR!

You must never touch a polar bear ... except in this book! This animal-themed touch-and-feel book is perfect for young children. They will love reading the funny rhyme about not touching the animals ... and then doing it anyway!

SALES POINTS:
• Innovative silicone touches feature throughout the book, with a different texture for children to explore on every spread.
• Children will love reading the funny rhyme, filled with silly things!
• Bright and funny illustrations on every spread.

GROOVICORNS IN THE CITY

Introducing the next book in our popular groovicorns range! In this story, the groovicorns visit Moanhattan city to try and cheer up the grey city gloomicorns, but the gloomicorns never look up from their phones! Adults and children alike will enjoy this story, with a great message about interacting with the world, not our screens!

SALES POINTS:
• Two-way sequins on the cover.
• An engaging story with a valuable lesson.
• Stuart Lynch’s illustrations will engage and entertain.
THE BABY-SITTERS CLUB: 5-BOOK GRAPHIC NOVEL BOXED SET

AU RRP: $59.99
NZ RRP: $64.99

A five-book graphic novel box set featuring the iconic, beloved characters of The Baby Sitters Club!

Includes these full colour Baby-Sitter’s Club Graphic titles: Kristy’s Great Idea, The Truth About Stacey, Mary Anne Saves the Day, Claudia and Mean Janine and Dawn and the Impossible Three.

SALES POINTS:
• Features the first five bestselling BSC graphic novels!
• Based on the original novels by Ann M. Martin.
• Illustrated by the best-selling author of Smile and Guts, Raina Telgemeier, and brilliant newcomer Gale Galligan.
• The Baby-sitters Club is back bigger than ever with a new Netflix show!
A fantastic FIVE-book set in the best-selling Tiny Timmy series from Socceroos legend Tim Cahill. Go back to where it all began as Timmy struggles to make his school side, before he becomes a soccer superstar in the latest books in the series! Titles include: Soccer Superstar!, The New Coach!, Playing Up!, Training Camp! and Sports Carnival!

**SALES POINTS:**

- Features books 1 + 10–13.
- Over 400,000 books in print across the series.
- Funny, engaging text to encourage readers of all levels, and jampacked with fun illustrations throughout.
- Great introduction to the series for the 7+ reader, and perfect for reluctant readers.
- Themes include: soccer, dedication, aspiration, friendship, family, teamwork, overcoming adversity.

**AU RRP:** $49.99  
**NZ RRP:** $54.99

**Author:** TIM CAHILL  
**Illustrator:** HEATH MCKENZIE  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781761124075  
**Format:** BOXED SET  
**Type:** PAPERBACK  
**Age Level:** 7+  
**Dimensions:** 190 X 150 MM
ELLA DIARIES: THE SUPER AMAZING 20-BOOK COLLECTION

AU RRP: $160.00
NZ RRP: $170.00

Author: MEREDITH COSTAIN
Illustrator: DANIELLE MCDONALD
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761209086
Format: BOXED SET
Type: PAPERBACK
Age Level: 7+
Dimensions: 190 X 150 MM


SALES POINTS:
• 20 Ella Diaries stories that explore the daily dramas of being an 11-year-old girl in primary school.
• Tom Gates meets Dork Diaries for young girls.
• Best-selling Australian series that girls LOVE with over 1 million copies in print!!
• Each book has coloured illustrations on every page!
• Made especially for fans of all things friendship and fun!
HILARIOUS FIRST TEN HOT DOGS! FROM BEST-SELLING AUTHOR ANH DO! Hot Dog and his friends are going on TEN mad adventures! They’ll try to help a baby bird, plan a huge surprise party, join the circus, compete in game day, go on a camping trip, star in a movie, enter a talent competition, catch an art thief, go on an icy holiday, and head for the beach! Illustrated by Dan McGuiness.

SALES POINTS:
• This box set includes ten hilarious stories about the mad adventures of HOTDOG and his two best buddies, Kev and Lizzie.
• From BEST-SELLING author ANH DO!
• Themes: friendship, confidence, co-operation, helping others, problem-solving, kindness, adventure, persistence, bravery, support.

AU RRP: $99.99
NZ RRP: $104.99

Author: ANH DO
Illustrator: DAN MCGUINESS
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC PRESS
ISBN: 9781761209062
Format: BOXED SET
Type: PAPERBACK
Age Level: 5+
Dimensions: 198 X 140 MM

HOT DOG! HOT TEN COLLECTION!
**FARTBOY: FARTASTROPHIC 7-BOOK BOXED SET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AU RRP: $79.99</th>
<th>NZ RRP: $84.99</th>
<th>MRP:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>ADAM WALLACE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustrator</td>
<td>JAMES HART</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>SCHOLASTIC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781761209079</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>BOXED SET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Level</td>
<td>6+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>190 X 150 MM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Martin Kennedy is the tidiest boy in the world’s tidiest town. In fact he has never, ever farted ... UNTIL NOW. When a freak accident gives him farting super powers, Martin must overcome his disgust for bottom blowouts and use his new skills to save the day!

**SALES POINTS:**
- This boxset includes books 1–7 in the Fartboy series.
- Laugh-out-loud FUNNY and packed with illustrations—ideal for kids beginning to read independently.
- Energetic creators are real-life friends who use skits and improv to come up with ideas for hilarious stories.
- Seriously silly stories will leave kids wanting more!
- A new DISGUSTING villain in every book.
- From the publishers of best-selling series Diary of a Minecraft Zombie and Ella Diaries.
Meet Pearl. She is a magical unicorn. But Pearl doesn’t quite know how to use her magic. With the help of her friends, Tweet and Olive, CAN PEARL BELIEVE IN HER MAGICAL SELF? And what happens when Pearl and her friends stumble upon the naughty, stinky gobble-uns?!

SALES POINTS:
• Seven hilarious and sweet stories about a clever and determined unicorn who, with the help of her friends, discovers her magical abilities.
• Featuring beautiful 2-colour illustrations by Adele K. Thomas.
• Over 400,000 copies sold across the series!
• Themes: unicorns, fairytales, adventure, magic, friendship, humour, helping others.
THE MAP OF LEAVES

Since Ma died, Orla has lived alone in a woodshed by the river. Her garden provides everything she needs. But when people begin to fall sick, Governor Atlas decrees that the plants are the cause and must be destroyed. Armed only with her mother’s book of remedies Orla sets out on a barge-boat to discover the truth and save her garden ...

SALES POINTS:
• The debut novel from an astonishingly talented new writer, Yarrow Townsend.
• A wild rapids-ride of a story, suffused at every turn with authentic details of the natural world.
• Gorgeous production: a flapped paperback with illustration by Marie-Alice Harel.

THE POISONED PIE MYSTERY

Is Oakmoss Hornbeam the unluckiest boy in the world? Or has someone cursed him? When a black cat crosses his path, mysteriously blown in by a storm, Oakmoss believes it’s his worst omen yet. But Nightshade, a cat of considerable talents, sets out to become his lucky charm instead ...

SALES POINTS:
• The second novel in Nicki Thornton’s spin-off series from the bestselling Seth Seppi Mysteries.
• Nicki Thornton’s critically acclaimed magical murder mysteries – pitched as Agatha Christie meets Harry Potter – have sold nearly 50,000 copies (Nielsen) in the UK alone.

THE AWAKENING STORM (CITY OF DRAGONS #1)

When Grace moves to Hong Kong with her mum and new stepdad, her biggest concern is making friends at her fancy new boarding school. But when a mysterious old woman gifts her a dragon egg during a field trip, Grace discovers that the wonderful stories of dragons she heard when she was a young girl might actually be real—especially when the egg hatches overnight. The dragon has immense powers that Grace has yet to understand. And that puts them both in danger from mysterious forces intent on abusing the dragon’s power. And now it’s up to Grace and her school friends to uncover the sinister plot threatening the entire city!

SALES POINTS:
• This action-packed fantasy middle grade is perfect for fans of Amulet, Wings of Fire, and Avatar: The Last Airbender.
• Lovable and street savvy characters and the high-tech, globalized setting bring a modern flair to this rich exploration of Chinese mythology.
• We have acquired two books in this series. CITY OF DRAGONS #2 will be released October 2023.
Evie is forever crossing swords with her twin sister Tallulah. When Tallulah goes to Hollywood, Evie goes too—as her sister’s stand-in. But soon Evie’s the one enjoying the limelight … until Tallulah goes missing …

SALES POINTS:
• A compelling debut middle-grade adventure of twin rivalry, glamour and skulduggery set against the backdrop of contemporary Hollywood.
• The author is not only a fantastic writing talent, she’s an ex-Olympic fencer and has plenty of experience on film sets due to her advertising background.
• Features a diverse ensemble cast of brave and spirited kids.

Meet Cielo, a fierce skater who finds that facing your fear of failing gives you the courage to persevere! Cielo loves to skateboard! But when she messes up on a new ramp she’s embarrassed and afraid to fall again in front of so many people. With the help of some new friends, Cielo summons the courage to try again (and again, and again), and learns that falling is not failing—true fierceness isn’t about landing the perfect trick, it’s about picking yourself back up when you don’t.

SALES POINTS:
• CIELO is a Latinx Own Voices story perfect for the rough-and-ready kids looking to find their feet through skating!
• Rachel Katstaller is a new star on our list, with the visual charm and pop of ADA TWIST and Christian Robinson!
• With a timeless message of friendship and female empowerment CIELO will be a go-to title for the A Mighty Girl crowd of emerging feminists!
• X Games remain an ever-popular form of exercise, and with shows like HBO’s Betty in the adult space, this is a great entry point for young readers.
A Good Girl’s Guide to Murder meets I May Destroy You. This dark YA thriller will have your heart in your mouth from the very first page! Tragedy hits a teenage New Year’s Party... When Alana’s best friend is found drowned in a pool, the forensic reports discover date-rape drug GHB in her blood. GHB from a drink Alana knows was meant for her. Despite the swirling rumours, the suspected group of boys seem untouchable. To investigate, Alana allows herself to be pulled into their glittering orbit. But among shifting alliances, changing alibis and buried secrets, can she pinpoint which of the boys is responsible before she becomes their next target? Perfect for fans of Holly Jackson, Karen McManus and Chelsea Pitcher. From the Carnegie nominated author Gina Blaxill.

SALES POINTS:
• A pacy YA thriller with a thought-provoking feminist twist—looking at privilege, consent and complicity.
• Convincing teen characters and a killer plot make this a gripping, unputdownable read.
• An authentic glimpse of the world of teen dating, drinking and drugtaking.

YOU CAN TRUST ME
Author: GINA BLAXILL
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC UK
ISBN: 9780702312106
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: NOVEL
Age Level: 13+
Dimensions: 198 X 129 MM
Page Count: 384 PP

Rodney was a rabbit who loved nothing more than drawing. He never found it tiresome, tedious or boring. But then one day, disaster struck, the one thing Rodney feared, while working at his drawing desk his pen just... DISAPPEARED!

A truly hysterical search for a missing pen, by award-winning author Michael Gerard Bauer.

SALES POINTS:
• 2018 CBCA Early Childhood Book of the Year!
• From the best-selling and multi-award winning author of The Running Man (2005 CBCA Book of the Year) and the Ishmael and Eric Vale series.
• Crazy, chaotic, silly and witty—a joy to read aloud.
• Energetically illustrated by hilarious illustrator, Chrissie Krebs.

RODNEY LOSES IT!
Author: MICHAEL GERARD BAUER
Illustrator: CHRISSIE KREBS
Publisher: OMNIBUS BOOKS
ISBN/ABN: 9781742996233
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 4+
Dimensions: 250 X 240 MM
Page Count: 32 PP
A book where budding artists can dab their designs over trendy artwork with a rainbow of colourful ink. Beginner-friendly information on using the stencils is woven together with creative prompts to spark your imagination and creativity. Layer colours, create hypnotic kaleidoscopes, and use the included art starters to make trendy animals, food, plants, patterns, and other themes.

**SALES POINTS:**
- 48-page book offers plenty of tips and tricks to get started with stencil art, plus creative space to play.
- A modern update on Klutz’s classic Stencil Art book, with a more modern look, 6 neon ink colours, star topper daubers, and a mini marker.
- Fun ink doodles and art starters make it easy to create a polished piece of art. Simply dab on your favourite shapes!

**NEON STENCIL ART (KLUTZ)**
- **AU RRP:** $19.99
- **NZ RRP:** $24.99
- **Publisher:** KLUTZ
- **ISBN:** 9781338825237
- **Format:** NOVELTY BOOK
- **Type:** ACTIVITY
- **Age Level:** 6+
- **Dimensions:** 279 X 254 MM
- **Page Count:** 48 PP

Learn how to make yarn pom-poms by hand, then turn them into a buffet of cute! With the help of a trusty dinner fork, wrap, tie, and snip your puffy pom-pom. Use punch-out pieces, mini pom-poms and bead eyes and noses to give your fluff a sweet animal identity. Then, turn your pom-pom critters into treats, such as a bunny cupcake, unicorn frappe, puppy cake pop, and much more!

**MINI POM-POM FOOD ANIMALS (KLUTZ)**
- **AU RRP:** $29.99
- **NZ RRP:** $34.99
- **Publisher:** KLUTZ
- **ISBN:** 9781338829570
- **Format:** NOVELTY BOOK
- **Type:** ACTIVITY
- **Age Level:** 8+
- **Dimensions:** 260 X 209 MM
- **Page Count:** 32 PP

**SALES POINTS:**
- 32-page book of instructions for crafting and decorating up to 12 adorable animal-food hybrid characters with fluffy faces.
- Everything can be made with an ordinary fork from home, in a variety of colourful yarns, plus mini cups, cupcake holders, and lollipop sticks!
- Cute animals + cute food = on-trend fun!
Ordering and Customer Contact

Ordering process:
1. Select titles and quantities required.
2. Complete delivery information below.
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<table>
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<tr>
<th>DELIVER TO:</th>
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AUSTRALIA:
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NEW ZEALAND
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Australia:
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  - Territory Manager
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    - St. George & Fairfield Region
    - 0434 074 019
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- VIC
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    - 0402 074 629
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**MARVEL UNIVERSE: AN ATLAS OF MARVEL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN: 9781761291555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format: HARDBACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type: PICTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Level: 6+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions: 290 X 220 MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Count: 96 PP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explore an entire universe in this illustrated book of Marvel Maps.

Marvel Universe features never-before-seen maps of the most famous Marvel locations, from Midtown Manhattan and Wakanda to Asgard and the Multiverse. Buildings, key locations and epic events are highlighted on each map, and there are pages of hero profiles to pore over, covering everyone from Spider-Man and Black Widow to Wolverine and Jean Grey. You’re about to embark on a thrilling tour of the Marvel Universe, enjoy the journey!

**SALES POINTS:**
- Marvel tops the list as the #1 most popular, #1 most loved and #1 most wanted characters for boys aged 7–9.
- This book is filled with vintage artwork featuring your favourite Marvel Super Heroes. The retro designs give the book a nostalgic feel.
- Features a wide range of Marvel Heroes like Avengers, X-Men and Fantastic Four!

AU RRP: $19.99  
NZ RRP: $21.99  

© 2022 MARVEL
Following the unexpected death of her parents, Elsa finds herself the sole ruler of Arendelle and mysterious powers begin to reveal themselves. Elsa starts to remember fragments of her childhood that seem to have been erased, pieces that include a familiar-looking girl. Determined to fill the void she has always felt, Elsa must take a harrowing journey across her icy kingdom to undo a terrible curse... and find the missing Princess of Arendelle.
You know the story of that infamous pirate, the one so haunted by the tick-tock of the clock that he grew to resent the Lost Boys, who never had to grow up. Before that tale, though, was another: of a baby stripped of his chance to become a Lost Boy. Of a boy who longed to return to Never Land. Of a young man who resented his London lifestyle so much that he left it to join the crew of a pirate ship. And of a pirate-turned-captain determined to find his way back to that land of perpetual childhood. The only place he ever felt like he belonged. But returning to Never Land comes at a price, especially for a man who has had no choice but to grow up. This newest instalment in Serena Valentino’s twisted Villains series invites readers into the rise and fall of an unlikely pirate who was, perhaps, just a lost boy all along.

SALES POINTS:
- Disney Villains franchise is increasingly popular with a wide range of fans, from children, to young adults and adult readers.
- Tells the story of the villainous Captain Hook from Peter Pan from a unique and unexpected perspective—a format that continues to be a winning formula in YA.
- The original Peter Pan film celebrates 70 years in 2023!
The tale of the sea king’s daughter Ariel is a beloved one of losing, and then finding, one’s own voice. The story has been told many times and in many ways. But always the mermaid wants more than her world can offer, and her father demands that she live within the confines of his domain. Her rebelliousness costs the little mermaid her voice and nearly her soul. But the power of good prevails, and Ariel emerges proud and unchanged. And yet this is only half the story. So, what of Ariel’s nemesis, Ursula, the sea witch? What led to her becoming so twisted, scorned and filled with hatred? Many tales have tried to explain her motives. Here is one account of what might have shaped the sea witch into a detestable and poor, unfortunate soul.

The tale of the princess is a beloved one of losing, and then finding, one’s own voice. The story has been told many times and in many ways. But always the maiden finds out that she is a princess, a princess who has been cursed by a dark fairy to prick her finger on a spindle and fall into an eternal sleep. Though her three good fairies try to protect her, the princess succumbs to the curse. But the power of good endures, as her true love defeats the fire-breathing dragon and awakens the princess with true love’s first kiss. The two live happily ever after. And yet this is only half the story. So, what of the dark fairy, Maleficent? Why does she curse the innocent princess? What led to her becoming so filled with malice, anger and hatred? Many tales have tried to explain her motives. Here is one account of what might have shaped the dark fairy into a detestable and poor, unfortunate soul.
ENCANTO: COLOURING BOOK & JIGSAW PUZZLE (DISNEY: 100 PIECES)

AU RRP: $24.99
NZ RRP: $26.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761292699
Format: BOXED SET
Type: PAPERBACK
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 216 X 310 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

A gift just as special as you are! Find your own magic as you colour fun and fantastical illustrations of the family Madrigal and piece together 100 colourful puzzle pieces!

SALES POINTS:
- Encanto has been a smash hit! It was the most popular movie on streaming services for weeks when it was released, the song We Don’t Talk About Bruno dominated the billboard charts and the film continues to be massive on social media with over 20 billion views of the hashtag #encanto.
- The film stars Stephanie Beatriz (Brooklyn Nine-Nine) and Ben Stiller (A Night at the Museum), with music composed by Lin-Manuel Miranda (Hamilton).
- Encanto has provided many underrepresented people the chance to feel seen including Afro-Latinos, people from Colombian culture, physically strong women and people who wear glasses!

DISNEY COMICS: ENCANTO (THE GRAPHIC NOVEL)

AU RRP: $14.99
NZ RRP: $16.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761292835
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: GRAPHIC NOVEL
Age Level: 6+
Dimensions: 280 X 210 MM
Page Count: 56 PP

The Madrigals are an extraordinary family who live in a magical house in a wondrous place called an Encanto. The magic of the Encanto has blessed every child in the family with a unique gift, from super strength to the power to heal, every child except one, Mirabel. But when she discovers that the magic surrounding the Encanto is in danger, Mirabel decides that she, the only ordinary Madrigal, might just be her exceptional family’s last hope.

© 2022 Disney
Join Mickey Mouse, Simba, Woody, Cinderella and all your Disney favourites on a magical adventure! Colour and complete the enchanting activities. This giant activity pad offers 24 pages of colouring, dot-to-dot, spot the differences, code breaking and much more fun!

**DISNEY FAVOURITES: GIANT ACTIVITY PAD**

| AU RRP: | $12.99 |
| NZ RRP: | $14.99 |
| Publisher: | SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA |
| ISBN: | 9781761293931 |
| Format: | PAPERBACK |
| Type: | ACTIVITY |
| Age Level: | 3+ |
| Dimensions: | 296 X 373 MM |
| Page Count: | 24 PP |

Join Disney Favourites such as Simba, Belle, Moana, Woody, Marie, Lightning McQueen and more in this 64-page Ultimate Colouring Book! There’s even a bonus Memory Game on the back cover with some of Disney’s all-time classic characters. The only favourite missing is you!

**DISNEY FAVOURITES: ULTIMATE COLOURING BOOK**

| AU RRP: | $6.99 |
| NZ RRP: | $7.99 |
| Publisher: | SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA |
| ISBN: | 9781761293948 |
| Format: | PAPERBACK |
| Type: | ACTIVITY |
| Age Level: | 3+ |
| Dimensions: | 276 X 200 MM |
| Page Count: | 64 PP |

SALES POINTS:
- Disney favourite characters spark imagination and inspire creative play.
- Disney+ continues to engage fans of all ages as millennial parents share their favourite films with their children.
- Adults can introduce these classic movies to the younger generation through this range.
Tour the age of the dinosaurs with this colourful, authoritative, easy-to-read field guide! This Jurassic World handbook, written by two professional dinosaur palaeontologists, features 100 prehistoric creatures with museum quality illustrations.

**SALES POINTS:**

- The *Jurassic World Dinosaur Field Guide* includes information about dinosaur digs and places to see fossils in the field, recommended books, websites, museums and more!
- Both *Jurassic World* and *Jurassic World Fallen Kingdom* have made over $1 BILLION in revenue worldwide. In Australia there is 95% brand awareness for *Jurassic World* and 86% viewership amongst boys aged 6–12.
- The most recent film, *Jurassic World Dominion*, hit theatres in June 2022 has made over $800 million at the global box office in the first month of release.

**JURASSIC WORLD: DINOSAUR FIELD GUIDE (UNIVERSAL)**

|----------------|----------------|

**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781761209871  
**Format:** HARDBACK  
**Type:** PICTURE  
**Age Level:** 6+  
**Dimensions:** 228 X 152 MM  
**Page Count:** 160 PP

© Universal City Studios LLC and Amblin Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Sometimes to truly know a person, you have to read between the lines. Isabelle is completely lost. When she first began her career in publishing after college, she did not expect to be twenty-five, still living at home, and one of the few Black employees at her publishing house. Overworked and underpaid, constantly torn between speaking up or stifling herself, Izzy thinks there must be more to this publishing life. So when she overhears her boss complaining about a beastly high-profile author who has failed to deliver his long-awaited manuscript, Isabelle sees an opportunity to finally get the promotion she deserves. All she has to do is go to the author’s Santa Barbara mansion and give him a pep talk or three. How hard could it be?

But Izzy quickly finds out she is in over her head. Beau Towers is not some celebrity lightweight writing a tell-all memoir. He is jaded and withdrawn and, it turns out, just as lost as Izzy. But despite his stand-offishness, Izzy needs Beau to deliver, and with her encouragement, his story begins to spill onto the page. They soon discover they have more in common than either of them expected, and as their deadline nears, Izzy and Beau begin to realise there may be something there that wasn’t there before.

SALES POINTS:

• This reimagining of Beauty and the Beast will appeal to young adults and adults alike, modernising the fairy tale into an enjoyable and relatable holiday read.
• The novel also explores important issues of race and capitalism.
• Jasmine Guillory is a New York Times best-selling author.
Happily Ever After ... Again!

Seeking a change from their busy lives in New York City, Giselle and Robert relocate their family to the suburb of Monroeville, a charming town reminiscent of Andalasia, the fairy-tale land where Giselle grew up. Their teenage daughter, Morgan, however, is less than thrilled. After a mishap in Morgan’s room at the new house, her entire wardrobe is ruined! And to make things worse, Giselle accidentally embarrasses Morgan in front of her peers at her new school. In a fit of anger, Morgan tells Giselle that she will never be her real mother, only her stepmother. Giselle is devastated. Desperate to alter her circumstances, she wishes on the Wand of Wishes for a fairy-tale life for her and her family. The next day, her wish comes true! But it isn’t without a price. Will Giselle get her happily-ever-after once again? Or is this the end for Giselle and all of Andalasia?

SALES POINTS:
• Dive into the continuation of Giselle’s journey with Disenchanted, the sequel film to Enchanted from Walt Disney Live Action Studios releasing on Disney+.
• Enchanted was a box office hit in 2007, making over USD $340 million worldwide!
• The all-star cast returns for the sequel! Award-winning actress, Amy Adams (Arrival), Patrick Dempsey (Grey’s Anatomy), James Marsden (Westworld) and Idina Menzel (Frozen). Joining them is SNL-alum Maya Rudolph (Bridesmaids).

Embark on a roller-coaster journey across four fun-filled stories based on your favourite Disney theme park rides. Join Albert, the skipper, on his famous Jungle Cruise. Say hello to people from around the globe on It’s a Small World. Give yourself a fright in the Haunted Mansion, and travel to faraway planets on Space Mountain.

SALES POINTS:
• Disneyland Parks have a massive following and adored by fans all around the world!
• This story collection explores some of the most popular rides in the happiest place on Earth!
• Social media is filled with snippets of guests at Disneyland Parks all over the world with adorable character interactions!
BABY ANIMALS: MY FAVOURITE BEDTIME STORYBOOK (DISNEY)

AU RRP: $17.99  
NZ RRP: $19.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
ISBN: 9781761293405  
Format: HARDBACK  
Type: PICTURE  
Age Level: 3+  
Dimensions: 229 X 178 MM  
Page Count: 72 PP

This sweet and snuggly collection of stories features the adorable baby animals from your favourite Disney Classics.

SALES POINTS:
- Read about your favourite Disney baby animals in this bind up of cute and cuddly stories, perfect for bedtime!
- From the Artisocats to Dumbo, Disney favourites are featured throughout.
- Enjoy a beautiful book with gorgeous cover embellishments that will be cherished for years!

ALSO AVAILABLE: BEDTIME STORYBOOKS

MINNIE: MY FAVOURITE BEDTIME STORYBOOK (DISNEY)  
ISBN: 9781761292422  
Page Count: 72 PP

DISNEY CUDDLES: MY FAVOURITE BEDTIME STORYBOOK  
ISBN: 9781761127236  
Page Count: 72 PP

DISNEY PRINCESS: MY FAVOURITE BEDTIME STORYBOOK  
ISBN: 9781760970987  
Page Count: 72 PP

DISNEY PIXAR: MY FAVOURITE BEDTIME STORYBOOK  
ISBN: 9781743832448  
Page Count: 80 PP

BEDTIME STORYBOOK: DISNEY CLASSICS  
ISBN: 9781743832431  
Page Count: 80 PP
ALICE’S WONDERLAND BAKERY: ULTIMATE COLOURING BOOK (DISNEY JUNIOR)

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $7.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761207051
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 276 X 200 MM
Page Count: 64 PP

Have your colouring pencils and whisks at the ready to join Alice and all her Wonderland friends in this Ultimate Colouring Book. The only ingredient missing from this recipe for fun is YOU!

ALICE’S WONDERLAND BAKERY: PAINT WITH WATER (DISNEY JUNIOR)

AU RRP: $7.99
NZ RRP: $8.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761207044
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 280 X 210 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

Simply add water to your paintbrush and then swirl it in the paint palette on each page to add colour to the beautiful pictures of Alice and friends like Princess Rosa, Hattie, Fergie and Cookie in this whimsical Paint With Water!

SALES POINTS:
• After an incredibly successful premier in February of this year, and receiving high praise for its masterful reboot of a much-beloved Disney character, Alice’s Wonderland Bakery was swiftly renewed for a second season in April.
• The show’s focus on cooking and friendship, and its multicultural representation, has gained it extra brownie points (pardon the pun!) with reviewers and the wider audience alike.
• Each episode has seen nearly half a million viewers tune in consistently throughout the season, demonstrating a strong viewership that is only set to rise.
SALES POINTS:

- Frozen continues to be one of Disney’s most popular film franchises, and is among the top 5 most-loved characters for girls aged 0–14.
- Frozen 2 is now the #1 animated film of all time at the global box office, surpassing its predecessor, and opening at #1 in all markets where it was released.
- The Frozen franchise focuses on sisterly love and tells the story of two independent women who provide important role models for young girls across the world.

FROZEN: GIANT ACTIVITY PAD (DISNEY)

AU RRP: $12.99
NZ RRP: $14.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761293924
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 296 X 373 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

Are you ready to join Anna, Elsa and all their friends on a magical Frozen adventure? Colour and complete the activities in this 24-page Giant Activity Pad, plus you can enjoy more than 200 Frozen Classic stickers!

FROZEN: ULTIMATE COLOURING BOOK (DISNEY)

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $7.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761293863
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 276 X 200 MM
Page Count: 64 PP

Join Anna, Elsa, Olaf and Kristoff for some enchanted colouring fun. Add colour to every page and bring their adventures in Arendelle to life. This Ultimate Colouring Book offers 64-pages of Frozen colouring fun.

© 2022 Disney
PERFECT FOR TWEENS, FAN COLLECTORS
AND ADULTS!

POSTER BOOKS

SALES POINTS:
• Create your own epic posters with intricate colouring pages featuring some of your favourite characters!
• Poster-size pages provide more room for creative colouring skills.
• Features fan favourite characters from Disney Princesses and Marvel, two of the strongest brands in the world at the moment.

DISNEY PRINCESS: DO-IT-YOURSELF POSTER BOOK

AU RRP: $19.99
NZ RRP: $21.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761293900
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 12+
Dimensions: 420 X 297 MM
Page Count: 16 PP

Add some fun to your walls with unique DIY Disney Princess posters! This A3-sized pad features eight modern poster designs to colour in, featuring your favourite Disney Princesses.

MARVEL: DO-IT-YOURSELF POSTER BOOK

AU RRP: $19.99
NZ RRP: $21.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761207228
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 12+
Dimensions: 420 X 297 MM
Page Count: 16 PP

Cover your walls with your favourite hero (or villain) with unique DIY Marvel posters! This A3-sized pad features eight modern poster designs to colour in.
**TALES OF SNUGGLEPOT AND CUDDLEPIE (MAY GIBBS: CLASSICS)**

**Author:** MAY GIBBS  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
**ISBN:** 9781761293580  
**Format:** HARDBACK  
**Type:** PICTURE  
**Age Level:** 3+  
**Dimensions:** 280 X 229 MM  
**Page Count:** 64 PP  

Snugglepot and Cuddlepie are a pair of Gumnut brothers who embark on a journey through the Australian bush to see a human for the first time. Join them as they befriend Little Ragged Blossom and Little Obelia, all the while getting up to mischief and adventure. Along the way they meet a lively cast of characters including the affable Mr Lizard, the wicked Mrs Snake and the evil Banksia Men.  
This book combines three classic stories of Australian children's literature: Tales of Snugglepot and Cuddlepie, Little Ragged Blossom and Little Obelia. These tales laid the foundations of an Australian folklore over 100 years ago and continue to captivate and inspire generations past and present.
HOT WHEELS MONSTER TRUCKS: PUFFY STICKER COLOURING BOOK (MATTEL)

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $7.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761291173
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 275 X 200 MM
Page Count: 16 PP

Get ready for all the thrills and spills of Hot Wheels™ as you colour! Add more excitement to these pages using your puffy stickers or stick them wherever the road takes you!

HOT WHEELS MONSTER TRUCKS: SUPER STICKER BOOK (MATTEL)

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $7.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761291166
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 280 X 215 MM
Page Count: 16 PP

Are you ready for some big action? Crash into a super sticker adventure with your favourite Hot Wheels™ Monster Trucks as you race to the finish line by completing the activities.

HOT WHEELS MONSTER TRUCKS: ULTIMATE ACTIVITY BOOK (MATTEL)

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $7.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761291180
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 276 X 200 MM
Page Count: 64 PP

Start your engines! From mazes to number puzzles, this Hot Wheels™ Monster Trucks Activity Book has got you covered with a whole range of heart-racing activities!

SALES POINTS:
• With 789K followers on Instagram, 2.63 million subscribers on YouTube and 2.9 million Facebook fans, Hot Wheels™ continues to reach a wide range of audiences across multiple platforms.
• Hot Wheels™ is an iconic brand with widespread brand awareness that generations of kids have grown up on.
• Hot Wheels™ Monster Trucks add even more excitement to the brand with their huge smash and crash appeal.
HOT WHEELS MONSTER TRUCKS: ACTIVITY BAG (MATTEL)

Get ready to race into fun with this jam-packed Hot Wheels™ Monster Truck Activity Bag. With four colouring pencils, an exciting colouring book and a challenging puzzle pad inside, this Activity Bag offers 32-pages of Monster Truck fun!

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $7.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761291197
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 276 X 200 MM
Page Count: 2 X 16 PP

HOT WHEELS MONSTER TRUCKS: GIANT ACTIVITY PAD (MATTEL)

Strap in and get ready to help the Monster Trucks through this 24-page colouring and activity obstacle course! With tear-out pages and loads of awesome stickers inside, there is something for every driver in this smashing Giant Activity Pad!

AU RRP: $12.99
NZ RRP: $14.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761291135
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 296 X 373 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

HOT WHEELS MONSTER TRUCKS: AN EPIC MOUNTAIN RACE (MATTEL: DELUXE STORYBOOK)

Race around Epic Loop Mountain! Join the Hot Wheels™ cars and Monster Trucks as they navigate through rough terrains and make some super high jumps. But at the end of the day, the most important question is ... who will win the race?

AU RRP: $16.99
NZ RRP: $18.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761128073
Format: HARDBACK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 5+
Dimensions: 250 X 240 MM
Page Count: 24 PP
SALES POINTS:
• Barbie is the #1 toy property around the world!
• Strong themes of friendship, hard work, loyalty, individuality and female leadership throughout.
• Barbie’s wide range of friends promotes inclusiveness and brings visibility to underrepresented audiences.

BARBIE: YOU CAN BE A FASHION DESIGNER STORY AND STATIONERY SET (MATTEL)

AU RRP: $14.99
NZ RRP: $16.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761293801
Format: BOXED SET
Type: PAPERBACK
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 210 X 210 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

Barbie and Nikki attend a fashion show ... and meet their favourite designer! What happens when the two friends get invited to a design class? Read all about Barbie’s fashion adventure and enjoy the fun stationery set!

©2022 Mattel.
SALES POINTS:

- Yes, we really do mean this is based on *that* Friends! It originally aired from 1994–2004 and now is available every day on demand on a variety of streaming platforms.
- Friends: The Reunion aired last year and revitalised the already popular TV show.
- This child-friendly format brings the beloved series to a new generation, with chibi graphics and iconic storylines that children and parents will adore.

HOLIDAYS ARE BETTER WITH FRIENDS (WARNER BROS)

AU RRP: $16.99
NZ RRP: $18.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761292903
Format: HARDBACK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 6+
Dimensions: 250 X 240 MM
Page Count: 40 PP

A holiday just isn’t the same without friends! Share this beloved 90s sitcom with your child in this beautiful deluxe storybook. With iconic scenes from the series and an emphasis on holiday celebrations, this is sure to be a year-round favourite.
AVENGERS: 3 IN 1 COLOURING (MARVEL)

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761293870
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 4+
Dimensions: 276 X 200 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

AU RRP: $2.99
NZ RRP: $3.99

Enjoy a 3-in-1 colouring adventure with Iron Man, Hulk and the rest of the Avengers. Includes copy colouring, poster pages and more for you to complete in your own style.

SALES POINTS:
• Avengers: Endgame became one of the biggest box office releases, making $2.798 billion worldwide, surpassing Avengers: Infinity War’s entire theatrical run in just eleven days!
• Featuring fan-favourites (and almost household names) like Iron-Man, Black Widow, Hulk, Captain America, Falcon, Captain Marvel and many more!
• Enjoy page after page of colouring as the Super Heroes save the world from evil threats!

MARVEL: GIANT ACTIVITY PAD (FEATURING BLACK PANTHER)

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761293887
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 296 X 373 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

AU RRP: $12.99
NZ RRP: $14.99

Get ready to save the world with Black Panther and the rest of the Super Heroes in the Avengers, the Guardians of the Galaxy and Spider-Man and his friends in this epic, adventure-filled giant activity pad!

SALES POINTS:
• Since his first cinematic appearance in Captain America: Civil War, Black Panther has fast become a popular character amongst fans, young and old.
• The Black Panther film quickly became the highest-grossing solo origin story superhero film, making a worldwide total of USD $1.3 billion at the box office.
• The newest instalment will see the return of cast members like Lupita Nyong’o, Letitia Wright, Danai Gurira and Winston Duke.
Can you complete it all in this jam-packed Pokémon Activity Bag? With four colouring pencils, a stunning colouring book and a challenging puzzle pad inside, this Activity Bag is the perfect way to brush up on your skills and know-how ahead of Pokémon Scarlet and Violet!

**SALES POINTS:**

- Pokémon is the highest-grossing media franchise of all time.
- Pokémon was crowned Overall Licensed Property of the year at the 2022 Australian Toy Association awards! This proves that Pokémon continues to expand its brand to appeal to fans across generations.
- The newest instalment in the Pokémon video game is launching at the end of the year with Pokémon Scarlet and Violet. There has already been plenty of buzz surrounding this release!

---

This unique novelty book includes 48 split pages, dinosaur stats and a whole lot of prehistoric facts! Raptor vs. T. Rex? Anklosaurus vs. Stygimoloch? Indominous vs. Carnotaurus? Is speed more important than stealth? Hidden strengths and weaknesses may just give a surprising dinosaur the upper hand. Who will win the ultimate showdown? You be the judge!

**SALES POINTS:**

- The Jurassic World movies are a box office powerhouse, with $1.67 billion global box office making it the 4th highest grossing film franchise of ALL TIME.
- This unique split page novelty format is perfect for kids 7–10! Features spiral binding so that readers can pit their favourite dinos against each other.
- Robust cross category consumer product programs with Mattel and LEGO.
BEYBLADE BURST QUAD DRIVE: PUFFY STICKER COLOURING BOOK

AU RRP: $6.99
NZ RRP: $7.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761292231
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 275 X 200 MM
Page Count: 16 PP

Are you ready to let it rip? Join Bel Daizora and the Bladers he’s challenged as they battle it out in this Quad Drive colouring book. Use the puffy stickers on your journey through the book or anywhere else you can stick them!

BEYBLADE BURST QUAD DRIVE: PAINT WITH WATER

AU RRP: $7.99
NZ RRP: $8.99
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761292217
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 280 X 210 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

Let it rip with a rainbow of colours on all your favourite Beyblade Burst Quad Drive characters! Simply dip your paintbrush in some water and then swirl it in the paint palette on each page to add colour to these ripper pictures!

SALES POINTS:
• Beyblade toys have been around for 20 years and the brand continues to thrive.
• Beyblade is the #1 boy’s action brand.
• The Beyblade Battle League App has become one of the most successful apps for all of Hasbro, it’s just hit 1 BILLION BATTLES globally!
SALES POINTS:
- Rainbocorns™ are rising in popularity as children discover these collectable cuties!
- Rainbocorns™ are a combination of the mystical unicorn with a range of real-life creatures and a whole lot of rainbows, glitter and sequins thrown on top! Who could resist?
- With so many different characters and categories, there is always a new Rainbocorn™ surprise to keep kids engaged.

RAINBOCORNS: JIGSAW AND COLOURING BOOK SET (100 PIECES)

AU RRP: $24.99
NZ RRP: $26.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761291210
Format: BOXED SET
Type: PAPERBACK
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 216 X 310 MM
Page Count: 24 PP

Sparkle and shine with your favourite Rainbocorns™ in this sweet as candy gift set featuring a 100-piece jigsaw puzzle and 24-page colouring book!

RAINBOCORNS: COLOURING KIT

AU RRP: $19.99
NZ RRP: $21.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761291227
Format: HARDBACK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 290 X 228 MM
Page Count: 48 PP

Express yourself with this colouring pad full of your cutest and cuddliest BFFs! Use the markers to make your world as colourful as the Rainbocorns™ squad!
JOY TO THE WORLD: 25 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS ON SESAME STREET

AU RRP: $16.99
NZ RRP: $18.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
ISBN: 9781761292965
Format: HARDBACK
Type: PICTURE
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 250 X 240 MM
Page Count: 32 PP

SALES POINTS:
• Australian mums rank Sesame Street #1 for education and preparing their kids for school.
• 80% of parents watch Sesame Street with their child.
• The market has 100% brand awareness of Sesame Street.

25 days till Christmas! How can we celebrate the days? Snuggle up with Sesame Street to share in the love and joy of this special time of year.

© 2022 Sesame Workshop. All rights reserved.
SESAME STREET: ULTIMATE COLOURING BOOK

AU RRP: $6.99  
NZ RRP: $7.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
ISBN: 9781761291258  
Format: PAPERBACK  
Type: ACTIVITY  
Age Level: 3+  
Dimensions: 276 X 200 MM  
Page Count: 64 PP

Join Elmo, Big Bird, Bert, Ernie and the gang from Sesame Street on a colouring adventure! Use your puffy stickers on your journey through the book or anywhere else!

SESAME STREET: DOT-TO-DOT

AU RRP: $2.99  
NZ RRP: $3.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
ISBN: 9781761291241  
Format: PAPERBACK  
Type: ACTIVITY  
Age Level: 3+  
Dimensions: 276 X 200 MM  
Page Count: 24 PP

Complete the dot-to-dots by drawing a line from each dot to the next. Then have fun colouring and decorating Elmo and all his Sesame Street friends!

SESAME STREET: PUFFY STICKER COLOURING BOOK

AU RRP: $6.99  
NZ RRP: $7.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
ISBN: 9781761291265  
Format: PAPERBACK  
Type: ACTIVITY  
Age Level: 3+  
Dimensions: 275 X 200 MM  
Page Count: 16 PP

Join Elmo, Big Bird, Bert, Ernie and the gang from Sesame Street on a colouring adventure! Use your puffy stickers on your journey through the book or anywhere else!
Wreck this book!! Destroy the Horcrux on each of the pages in the activity book by dripping orange juice on it, ripping it to shreds or colouring all over it. This book also includes fun facts about the dark objects seen in the films of Harry Potter, like the Hand of Glory, cursed necklace and a whole lot more. This is the perfect activity book for any Harry Potter fan—and a great way to practice stress management!

**SALES POINTS:**
- Timed perfectly for WB’s Dark Arts initiative in October for Halloween and centered around dark objects in the Wizarding World.
- This is the same style book as *Wreck this Journal*, which is widely successful and has helped many parents and teachers practice mindfulness and stress management with their kids/students.
- This book is interactive and fun, and kids will LOVE destroying it!

---

**ALL ABOUT THE HOGWARTS HOUSES (HARRY POTTER)**

Gryffindor, Slytherin, Ravenclaw and Hufflepuff, together these are the four Houses of Hogwarts. As Professor McGonagall says in the first film, ‘Now while you’re here, your House will be like your family.’ Discover everything you need to know about the Hogwarts Houses in this epic activity book with two sheets of stickers. With easy-to-read sentences and gorgeous new art, this paperback is sure to be loved by long-time Harry Potter fans and emerging readers alike. This is a great primer for a younger fan just entering the Wizarding World fandom and is also an excellent collector’s piece!

**SALES POINTS:**
- This is the first Harry Potter reader EVER, aimed at emerging and reluctant readers. Don’t worry, no spoilers are here!
- This will serve as a primer to the Wizarding World and bridge a step between fans of the films moving onto the classic books.
- Rides on the heels of our successful HP film program, with *The Marauder’s Map* at 168k units sold!
- Great for back-to-school promotions as well as Warner Brother’s ‘Back to Hogwarts’ tent pole marketing initiative.
### DISNEY PRINCESS: RHINESTONE DIARY

- **AU RRP:** $16.99  
- **NZ RRP:** $18.99  
- **Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC INC  
- **ISBN:** 9781338831719  
- **Format:** HARDBACK  
- **Type:** JOURNAL  
- **Age Level:** 6+  
- **Dimensions:** 166 X 130 MM  
- **Page Count:** 136 PP

**Features:**
- Rhinestone gems on cover

Keep your hopes, dreams and secrets safe in this Disney Princess: Rhinestone Diary. Complete with all your favourite princesses, this diary encourages children to write down their ideas in an engaging and beautiful format.

**SALES POINTS:**
- Diaries are a great vessel for expression of thoughts and feelings.
- Kids will be thrilled by the fun embellishments and well-known characters featured in each special diary.
- Diaries are something that can be cherished and collected, or used everyday!

### MINNIE MOUSE: SQUISHY GLITTER DIARY (DISNEY)

- **AU RRP:** $16.99  
- **NZ RRP:** $18.99  
- **Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC INC  
- **ISBN:** 9781338831726  
- **Format:** HARDBACK  
- **Type:** JOURNAL  
- **Age Level:** 5+  
- **Dimensions:** 227 X 184 MM  
- **Page Count:** 152 PP

**Features:**
- Includes ‘squishy’ Minnie on cover!

Children will be inspired to write down their thoughts and dreams in this Minnie Mouse squishy diary! With fun Minnie Mouse graphics, this diary is perfect for young ones to be creative!

### SPIDER-MAN: SQUISHY DIARY (MARVEL)

- **AU RRP:** $16.99  
- **NZ RRP:** $18.99  
- **Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC INC  
- **ISBN:** 9781338831733  
- **Format:** HARDBACK  
- **Type:** JOURNAL  
- **Age Level:** 5+  
- **Dimensions:** 179 X 151 MM  
- **Page Count:** 160 PP

**Features:**
- Includes ‘squishy’ Spider-Man on cover!

This fun, squishy diary is not your regular notebook! Write down on your web-slinging adventures in this Spider-Man diary, featuring your favourite arachnid hero.

© 2022 Disney  
© 2022 MARVEL
MINECRAFT MEGA BUILDS

From weird to awesome, this unofficial guide has it all! With step-by-step instructions you can tackle some of the biggest, wackiest and coolest Minecraft builds of all time. Whether you are just starting out, trying to perfect your building skills, or searching for inspiration on your next megabuild, you won’t want to miss the Minecraft unofficial build guide!

SALES POINTS:
• With more than 200 million Minecraft units sold in 2020 and 141 million active players in 2021, the game continues to rise in popularity in 2022.
• The daily Minecraft player count is between 2.8 and 3.6 million in 2022.
• As of February 2022, Minecraft ranks #9 on trending Twitch games.
• 68% of boys between 6 and 8 years old play Minecraft.

INSIDE YOU WILL FIND

AMAZING CREATIONS AND BUILDS!
MOVIE PROJECTS AND SURVIVAL MAPS!
LOADS AND LOADS OF IDEAS!
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO GET STARTED!
Legendary director Alfred Peacock has acquired the rights to bring Spider-Ham’s spectacular story to the silver screen. There’s only one, itsy-bitsy problem: Spider-Ham didn’t sell those rights, and Peacock is getting the origin all wrong, making our hero out to be a monstrous menace! Once he catches wind of the perilous production, Peter Porker uses his Daily Beagle connections to secure on-set credentials, where he not so subtly tries to improve the film’s depiction of his alter ego and fix all the continuity errors in the movie. Behind the scenes, Porker soon discovers that some very shady characters are bankrolling the entire operation, in a bid to convince the residents of New Yolk City that their porcine protector is a threat who must be eliminated. Now, Spider-Ham must face down an army of ninja production assistants and some truly shoddy CGI to prevent this box-office bomb from blowing up his reputation! Will everyone’s favourite pig clear his name? Or is this porky protector headed for the cutting room floor?

SALES POINTS:
• Kids love Spider-Ham! The character was a break-out hit in Into the Spider-Verse film.
• Into the Spider-Verse grossed over $375 million and won the Oscar for Best Animated Feature.
• Graphic novels have become increasingly popular over the past two years.
MINNIE: PERFECT DAY PLAYSET (DISNEY LEARNING)

AU RRP: $19.99
NZ RRP: $21.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC INC
ISBN: 9781338831740
Format: BOARD BOOK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 251 X 165 MM
Page Count: 10 PP

Join Minnie and her friends on a perfect day! Follow the storybook that folds out into a playset, and play along with the figurines to make sure Minnie’s day is the most perfect one ever.

SALES POINTS:
• Since her first appearance in 1928, in the legendary short Steamboat Willie, Minnie Mouse remains one of the most popular animated characters of all time.
• Minnie is the First Lady of the Walt Disney Company and everything she touches turns wonderful!
• Minnie Mouse ranks as the ninth most popular Disney character in terms of social media traffic, and she features in over 6 million Instagram posts!

DISNEY PRINCESS: PALACE PLAYSET (DISNEY LEARNING)

AU RRP: $19.99
NZ RRP: $21.99

Publisher: SCHOLASTIC INC
ISBN: 9781338728217
Format: BOARD BOOK
Type: ACTIVITY
Age Level: 3+
Dimensions: 251 X 165 MM
Page Count: 10 PP

Visit the palaces where your favourite princesses live. What will you find inside? With figurines of your favourite princesses, this book folds out to a fun playset with look-and-find activities.

SALES POINTS:
• Disney Princess is globally one of the most popular franchises among Girls 3–11.
• Princess is the top 5 franchise wanted for products for Girls 6–8, top 10 for Women 25–38, and #2 with Parents of Girls 0–5.
• Figurines and book encourages creativity and imaginative play for young Princess fans.
HE-MAN AND THE MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE: HEROES AND VILLAINS GUIDEBOOK (MATTEL)

AU RRP: $12.99
NZ RRP: $14.99

Author: ROB DAVID & MELANIE SHANNON
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC INC
ISBN: 9781338760859
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: NOVEL
Age Level: 7+
Dimensions: 228 X 152 MM
Page Count: 112 PP

An ancient evil threatens Eternia once more and it’s up to He-Man and the Masters of the Universe to save the kingdom! This fun-filled guidebook explores the heroes and villains seen in the Netflix show, Masters of the Universe. Includes a poster and is bursting with exclusive lore from the new show. The power is yours!

SALES POINTS:

• Masters of the Universe (MoTU) will energise a new generation of fans as it prepares to release all-new content, including a theatrical release by Sony and an animated television series on Netflix.

• The animated show will continue the storyline from the film release with 26 22-minute episodes in the first season.

• Mattel (the original creators of MoTU) has a multi-pronged strategy to rebuild the Masters of the Universe brand with a wide range of demographics. From the live action film to the Kevin Smith created adult cartoon. He-Man will be absolutely everywhere!

© 2022 Mattel.

VIRTUAL REALITY MADNESS! (SPY NINJAS: AN ORIGINAL GRAPHIC NOVEL #1)

AU RRP: $16.99
NZ RRP: $19.99

Author: MIKE ANDERSON
Publisher: SCHOLASTIC INC
ISBN: 9781338814613
Format: PAPERBACK
Type: GRAPHIC NOVEL
Age Level: 8+
Dimensions: 229 X 153 MM
Page Count: 128 PP

The Spy Ninjas finally have the upper hand! Chad and Vy have discovered a super secret project Zorgo base. It’s filled with gadgets, gizmos and some serious technology. Chad and Vy just have to show some of this to the other Spy Ninjas. They bring a VR headset home with them, but it’s more than meets the eye. Chad and Vy try on the headset and get sucked into a virtual world! This can’t be good. Complete with digital bosses, exploding food and wacky characters, will the Spy Ninjas be able to escape or will project Zorgo prevail once and for all? This original graphic novel is perfect for readers searching for a whirlwind adventure!

SALES POINTS:

• Spy Ninjas is the #1 most viewed story-driven media on YouTube with over 30 million subscribers and 400 million views a month!

• A blend of Power Rangers and Carmen Sandiego, the Spy Ninjas capture kids’ imagination with problem-solving skills, detective work, and martial arts with hints of mystery and suspense.

• Playmates is their global master toy partner, producing toys that look like the gadgets used in the episodes.

• Roblox partnership launched in 2021 with great success and cross-over appeal.

• The stars Chad and Vy are married. Vy is Vietnamese and the show features characters of colour!

• Spy Ninjas encourages creative problem solving and interactive learning, which is sure to appeal to the school market.
The Dragon Prince has been reunited with his mother, the Human Kingdoms and Xadia are at peace, and humans and elves alike are ready to move on. Only Rayla is still restless. Unable to believe Lord Viren is truly dead, and haunted by questions about the fate of her parents and Runaan, she remains trapped between hope and fear. When an ancient ritual calls her, Calum, and Ezran to the Moon Nexus, she learns the lake is a portal to a world between life and death. Rayla seizes the opportunity for closure—and the chance to confirm that Lord Viren is gone for good. But the portal is unstable, and the ancient Mooshadow elves who destroyed it never intended for it to be reopened. Will Rayla’s quest to uncover the secrets of the dead put her living friends in mortal danger? Don’t miss this exclusive, original graphic novel from Peter Wartman and Xanthe Bouma, with story by The Dragon Prince creators Aaron Ehasz and Justin Richmond.

SALES POINTS:
• Exclusive interstitial story between seasons 3 and 4 answers fans burning questions about the fate of the series main villain!
• Dragon-themed book series continue to be a powerhouse topic within our ongoing publishing lists.
• Proven show runners: The show is created by Aaron Ehasz (head writer of Avatar: The Last Airbender) and Justin Richmond (Uncharted 3).
• Confidentially picked up for 4 seasons on Netflix; 7 seasons (aka ‘books’) planned.
• Target age for TV series is 8–12 years but skew older due to co-viewing with families and adult fans who grew up with Ehasz’s previous show, Avatar!
• Apparel and accessories deal with Hot Topic; collectibles with Funko!

Also available:

**BOOK ONE: MOON (THE DRAGON PRINCE)**

**AU RRP:** $14.99  
**NZ RRP:** $17.99

**Author:** AARON EHASZ  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC INC  
**ISBN:** 9781338603569  
**Format:** PAPERBACK  
**Type:** NOVEL  
**Age Level:** 10+  
**Dimensions:** 191 X 140 MM  
**Page Count:** 288 PP

**BOOK TWO: SKY (THE DRAGON PRINCE)**

**AU RRP:** $14.99  
**NZ RRP:** $17.99

**Author:** AARON EHASZ  
**Publisher:** SCHOLASTIC INC  
**ISBN:** 9781338666403  
**Format:** PAPERBACK  
**Type:** NOVEL  
**Age Level:** 10+  
**Dimensions:** 191 X 140 MM  
**Page Count:** 320 PP
Every Moonshadow elf child knows the scary stories of the Bloodmoon Huntress, the evil sorceress who steals your blood on the night of the Harvest Moon. Everyone also knows those legends aren’t true. But for young Rayla, whose parents recently left her behind to fulfil their duty as members of the elite Dragonguard, this autumn is scarier than most. Her guardians, Runaan and Ethari, are still getting the hang of the whole parenting thing, and no one will tell Rayla what Runaan does for a living. She spends most of her time exploring the forest outside the Silvergrove.

When Rayla discovers a young Skywing elf in danger just hours before the Harvest Moon will rise, the scary stories become real. Can she stop the Huntress before the moon reaches its zenith?

SALES POINTS:

- Our first Dragon Prince graphic novel, Through the Moon, is a New York Times bestseller!
- Favourite characters: this graphic novel is focused on a young Rayla, but Runann and Ethari are fan favourite characters too; fans are going to love this glimpse into their backstory.
- Diversity: Runaan and Ethari are a same-sex couple who basically adopt Rayla. This is a fabulous opportunity to showcase a non-traditional family without the story being centered on that.
- Exclusive reveals: the graphic novel will be the first time fans encounter the Bloodmoon lore; it likely won’t appear on the show until Season 5, making the graphic novel a must-have for all Dragon Prince fans. We will also learn the origin of Rayla’s intense fear of water, which fans have been asking Wonderstorm about.
- Series renewed by Netflix for 4 more seasons! Reminder: there are 3 seasons available now.
A deep dive into the newest Five Nights at Freddy’s game is presented here in a giant paperback that will make the perfect addition to any fan’s library. From the newest animatronics to the deepest maps and easter eggs, everything is laid out in awesome detail that will deepen the knowledge of even the most enthusiastic player. A must-have for Freddy Fans!

SALES POINTS:
• The newest guide for our New York Times best-selling Five Nights at Freddy’s books!
• Highly anticipated game FNAF: Security Breach hit stores in December 2021 and was hailed as one of the best games yet!
• Our Freddy books are perennial bestsellers on the New York Times and Publisher’s Weekly lists.
• Brand is a top performer; Freddy now has 30+ licensee partners to date!
• Freddy continues to generate massive buzz online, with 29+ BILLION YouTube views.

Have you ever wanted something badly, even though you shouldn’t? Steve’s dreams of a video game programming career and starting a family lead him to take a job that seems too good to be true. Aiden and Jace can’t resist scaring some young kids in the tube maze of Freddy Fazbear’s Mega Pizzaplex. And all Billy wants is to become the perfect ideal of what he knows he really is, an animatronic. But in the world of Five Nights at Freddy’s, be careful what you wish for ...

SALES POINTS:
• The highly anticipated new follow-up series to FNAF: Fazbear Frights.
• This series features the newest, futuristic animatronics and settings from the upcoming Freddy games.
• Freddy’s movie currently in production with horror master Blumhouse.
Lethal Lit follows Tig Torres, a Cuban American teen detective, in her hometown of Hollow Falls. In season one of the hit podcast, Tig used her smarts and fearlessness to track down the infamous ‘Lit Killer’, a serial killer who staged his murders after death scenes from famous books. But there’s no rest for courageous, mystery-solving teens in a place like Hollow Falls, and though the Lit Killer is now behind bars, his protégé, Tig’s classmate and crush Oly, has disappeared! And that’s not the only game afoot. Tig has caught the attention of the town’s local armchair detective group, the Murder of Crows. They’re obsessed with Hollow Falls’ dark past and fixated on a dangerous search for the missing body of the town’s founder. There are rumours about what’s buried with the body that could be life-changing for whoever finds it, and with a mission like that underway, it’s not long before a member of the Murder of Crows turns up dead. Tig, along with her friends Max and Wyn, steps in to help, but the stakes are getting higher and the hunt more deadly. Someone’s willing to kill to keep the town’s secrets buried, and if Tig’s not careful, she’ll be the Murder of Crows’ next victim. This original Lethal Lit story takes place between Seasons 1 and 2 of the podcast, and features a brand-new, never-before-told story starring Tig Torres and her sleuthing friends!

SALES POINTS:

- A fun, intriguing, YA mystery series, in the vein of Riverdale and Veronica Mars!
- The Lethal Lit podcast reached #4 on the overall charts on Apple/iTunes with over 500K+ listens.
- One of the New York Times ‘Five Great Podcasts’ of 2018 (and the only scripted podcast featured).
- The podcast launched in 2018, and Season 2 is out now.
- Optioned for television by Cavalry Media (House of Cards, the Fifty Shades trilogy, Captain Phillips, The Social Network).
- The first scripted podcast from iHeart and the first YA scripted podcast targeted at teen girls. 7. 55% (155 million) of the US population has listened to a podcast and 24% (68 million) listen to podcasts weekly.
- Includes a racially and sexually diverse cast of characters. Over half of the series heroes are openly gay or curious.
Aspiring PI Jolene Kelley is skipping class at her fancy new private school, North Shore Prep, when she witnesses her beloved guidance counsellor fall in front of an oncoming L train. The police call Mr. Medina's death a tragic accident, but Jo knows what she saw: this was murder. With help from her friends Sabrina and Frankie, and the inside scoop from her public-defender parents and her mentor at the state attorney's office, Jo opens up her own investigation into Mr. Medina's death. Jo's investigation uncovers a scandal brewing at North Shore Prep. Mr. Medina had found out about it and now he's dead. Jo has a slew of suspects, including administrators, students, parents and even local politicians. Can she figure out which one is the killer before she becomes their next victim? This original Hunt A Killer novel features all new characters, designed in-world clues and a mystery not seen in the games!

SALES POINTS:
• The fastest growing murder mystery subscription game in the world!
• Since their launch in 2016, Hunt A Killer (HAK) has grown to over 110k subscribers, with over 25 games in circulation and more than 2.5 million players!
• Fervent social media following of 300k+ across all platforms and growing, with 40 million impressions generated via social media advertising.
• Every one of the 3 million HAK boxes shipped holds immersive and intricate content and clues including police reports, maps, character backstories, forensics and even autopsy files.
• Hunt a Killer ranks #6 on INC.'s 5000 Fastest Growing Companies in America list. Sales have increased 10% in the second quarter of 2020 alone!
• In 2020, Hunt a Killer released a retail version of the game, available at Target, Amazon and Walmart. Amazon and Target sold out of their 25k copies on day one and another 50k in a week. Both stores have reordered 100k+ units, which are selling fast!
• In 2021, HAK will release three new retail games, including a Nancy Drew edition.
• Core demographic: true crime fans and murder mystery enthusiasts ages 12+.
• Key themes: mystery, suspense, thriller, action, detective work, female protagonist.